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CCAPN Newsletter August
Lucky Star
PangPang was abandoned and tied on a three by the master because of the master want to avoiding the registration. He is rescued by hzsapa.
http://www.hzsapa.org/bbs/dispbbs.asp?boardID=9&ID=164&page=1
Welcome the Pet Sky to join the CCAPN 
We are happy to hear that the Pet Sky joined the CCAPN last month. Founded by animal lovers, the aim of Pet Sky is to help strayed animals and publicize the scientific pet keeping, and help a large number of difficulties individual rescuers. Since the three years from establishment, there are a group of loyal members and activists of scientific mind.
The Hongkou strayed cat base of the website has also established nearly for four years. The Pet Sky sincerely hope that we will work together, abandon the tendency of faction within animal protection communities,  make some real difference for those animals needs our help .
For more information：http://www.petsky.com.cn
The newborn puppies were cut off four palms cruelly and death
A newborn puppy suffered the most cruelly imprisonment—its four palms were cut off alive. The shopper found it firstly with the thought of it was strayed and took two bans approached; she can not help crying by the immediate scene…
The volunteers of Chengdu Qiming Small Animal Protection Center rushed to the scene when informed and sent the puppy to the hospital for suturing wounds. However, as the result of excessive pain after anesthetic failure, the puppy stopped breathing at yesterday 18:10.
Know more about it（photos）：http://news.sohu.com/20070709/n250957574.shtml
While almost two days ago, Kunming was also reported vicious incident of abusing cats, the newborn kitten’s claws were cut off.
Know more about it：http://bacciform.blog.hexun.com/10654287_d.html
The vicious and frequent incidents also caused concerns in the community and reaction, the famous scholar Yi Zhongtian, issued an article to alarm
——My view of the event of abusing dogs in Nanjing:http://user.qzone.qq.com/622008502/blog/0
Rescuing the 840 cats of Shanghai 
The 840 cats incident is the latest focus of concerns of domestic companion animal protection groups. It was said that in evening of July, 6, 2007, the cat lovers of Shanghai and the volunteers of some website of animal protection websites rescued 840 cats from the businessmen’s container truck. Most of them were stolen cats, some are still wearing collar. The man sent under escort has admitted that cats were caught secretly. At the next day, several people who participated in rescuing cats received the telephone of cat-traffickers”I have 600 cats and will be delivered to Shanghai tonight, do you buy or not? I would shipped to Guangdong for ‘dragon duels with tiger’ (a dish cook cats meat with snake) if you don’t buy.” The traders also informed Mr. Chen that they will ship for two cars of about 1,500 per day, 600 to Guangdong. They used cats to cheat flagrantly and arrogant. In recent years, the conflict between the cat-traffickers and cat lovers has occurred in Beijing, Tianjin, Shenzhen; some of the conflict even triggers physical confrontation.
The report of rescuing：’To save 840 cat's life’http://sh.news.sina.com.cn/20070708/102778760.shtml
The netizens and volunteers of the Pet Sky, Movshow, Shenzhen cats, and many other websites all played a very active role; we would like to express our sincerely thanks to the rescuing. Please visit to know more information:
The special of event from the Pet Sky：http://www.petsky.com.cn/bbs/index.asp?boardid=34
Although people put the best efforts of all, unfortunately, according to the information at present, only a small number of these cats still survive.
Please refer to the BLOG, ‘speak for 840 victims’, which is set up by a number of people involved in the incident: http://blog.sina.com.cn/speaktruth
Because of this incident, the related materials of “hoarding of animals” released by CCAPN, and our online petition against eating cats and dogs aroused great amount of attention from public. On July 12, after the 840 cats incident, the amount of signature of refusing to eat cats and dogs reached record high, 1,000 per day, which doubled the original records. The massive growth of signature after the incident also proved that more and more people have realized this kind of problem can only be resolved by the eradication of the consumer market.
Responded to the 840 cats event, the Animal Aisa Fundation, GuangZhouCat, CCAPN Guangzhou Branch, charity Center for Preventing animals, Alliance of love pets and the other Guangzhou animal organizations/website held an event of ‘civilized and health eating– stop eating cats and dogs’ on July 27. The volunteers wore white wristbands to show the memorial of the cats and dogs being eaten. They distributed the leaflets at the Tianhe City, martyrs cemetery, Jiangnanxi passenger Station in the peak periods of morning and evening to promote concept of stop eating cats and dogs.
The photos of activities：http://www.gzcat.org/bbs/dispbbs.asp?boardID=28&ID=36120&page=1 
Xian conducted large-scale collection and control operations for dogs
HuaShang newspaper headlines published that Public Security Bureau in Xi'an City launched an action of hard-fought battle and strengthen management of the special, and it will be collected and inspected in the period from July 28 to August 27. Police will take to the streets during inspections and eliminate all pets entered into the crowded places, timely to collect the strayed dogs, unregistered dogs, aggressive dogs and large dogs. They will deal with illegal dog seriously and hand in illegal dogs for examination, the retention rate of the pound should arrive 100%.
At the same time, Wang Dianlu, the Chief of the Management Office of Restriction of dogs keeping said that the public security department have the right to confiscate the dogs having not been vaccinated for rabies vaccine and the 'dogs with a black ID'(unregistered dog).
Know more about it：http://www.ca029.com/html/200706/27/091628814.htm
Highlights：
Prohibiting walk the dog, is it for sanitary or show?: http://shaanxi.cnwest.com/content/2007-07/23/content_606618.htm
Legal challenge of dogs’ eradiation campaign order: http://news.xinhuanet.com/legal/2003-05/27/content_888357.htm
There are more than 10,000 Xi'an ‘dogs with a black ID'’, call to report it 
Relevant regulation: banning to keeping large dogs in the area of ‘the second circle’: http://news.huash.com/gb/news/2007-06/02/content_6320236.htm
‘Boiled live cat’ is popular in Guangzhou restaurants 
The former Chef of a restaurant in Guangzhou Panyu, said "The more torture, the better of the flavor. The objectives in doing this is to ensure that blood was succulent fully absorbed, the flavor is great done by cats." 

Reporters investigated the entire process of producing "boiled live cat" in the Guangzhou restaurant secretly; the survey exposed the layers of mystery of "Cantonese eat cats"  
Know detailed in the following address：http://news.163.com/07/0724/01/3K4NTS6C00011229.html

The animal protection groups are facing the slaughter of hundreds thousands of dogs and cats every year. But the reality tells us that if there is no consumer market, there will no longer have cats and dogs suffer such inhumane treatment. Therefore, in order to effectively address the root of the problem, please join us in the campaign of stop eating cats and dogs, together we can change this sad reality! 

Petition Address：http://ccapn.capn-online.info/acpetition.php （Please help forward this）

Click here to see 16 joint groups of this petition: http://ccapn.capn-online.info/acpetition.php#orgs

Since CCAPN and the other 16 groups launched to the online petition campaign of Stopping eating cats and dogs, we have received over 25,000 signature. Many online forums and online communities have enthusiastic volunteers in helping promotional activities, it caused a considerable number of online discussion about the issue.

Thanks CCAPN volunteer, Ge Ying, for translating this newsletter

